ABSTRACT. Motived by an intrinisic necessary condition for the purifiability of subgroups of primary abelian groups due to K. Benabdallah and T. Okuyama we introduce new functors on the category of pairs (G, A), where A is a subgroup of G, to the category of Z /pZ -vector spaces. The vanishing of these functors leads to the notion of vertical subgroup which is a weakening of purity but also an essential component of the latter. In fact, a vertical subgroup is pure if and only if it is neat. We establish various facts about vertical subgroups and "maximal" vertical subgroups and apply the resulting theory to the problem of purifiability. We show that the class of quasi-complete groups is precisely the class of reduced groups in which every subgroup satisfying the intrinsic necessary condition for purifiability is in fact purifiable. This is also the class of reduced p-groups in which the maximal vertical subgroups are precisely the pure subgroups.
In Section 5 we characterize those groups in which being purifiable and being eventually-vertical are equivalent. These turn out to be again the quasi-complete groups.
Verticality owes its existence to the more general concept of overhang introduced in [3] . Let A be a subgroup of a/7-group G. The n th overhang of A in G is the vector space
The subgroup A is vertical (eventually vertical) in G if and only if V n (G,A) -0 for all n > 1 (for almost all n > 1). Furthermore, V n defines a functor on the category Q of pairs (G,A) of /^-groups where A is a subgroup of G, to the category of vector spaces over ZIpT. It was shown in [3] that a subgroup A of a p-group G which is purifiable (see Definition 5.1) is eventually-vertical. This fact suggested the study of vertical and eventually-vertical subgroups.
Section 1 is devoted to properties of the overhang functor which are essential for the remainder of the paper and of independent interest. In addition an interesting connection of the overhang with relative Ulm invariants U(G,A) is explained:
If
U n (G,A) = -(A+p n+l G)np n G[p]

-V n (G,A) -> U n (G 9 A[p]) -+ U n (G,A) --0
is exact. Our notation is standard and follows [5] where all unexplained concepts and unreferenced facts can be found.
1. The category of pairs (G, A) and the overhang functors. Let Q be the category whose objects are the pairs (G,A),A < G, and whose morphisms on (G,A) to (H,B) are the usual homomorphisms/: G-+H with/(A) C B. In (j the morphism/ is monic if and only iff is a group monomorphism and/ is epic if and only iff is a group epimorphism. Q is an additive category (there exists a null object, Ç({G,À), (//,5)) is an abelian group, the composition of morphisms is bilinear and coproducts exist). Moreover, ^is a preabelian category since kernels and cokernels exist. In fact, ( 
ker/, A Pi ker/) -> (G,A) is a kernel diagram in Ç and (//, E) -• (H/f(G), (fi+/(G)) //(G)) is a cokernel diagram. The category Q is not abelian. Indeed, if A and B are subgroups of G such that A C B C G then Idc : (G,A) -y (G,B) is a bijective morphism which is not an isomorphism in Ç.
We now introduce a family of functors on Q to the category of vector spaces over T-jpi-as follows.
For a pair (G, A) G Ç and n>Owe set Clearly A^ CA" G . V n {G,A) is called the rfi* overhang of A in G. This notion was introduced first in [3] in connection with the problem of minimal pure subgroups. Some of its fundamental properties are given in [3] although the functorial aspect was not explicitly utilized. For the convenience of the reader we reproduce here with full credit some of the results of [3] which are needed for our presentation. The fact that the V n are indeed functors on Ç to the category of Z / pZ -vector spaces is readily verified and we leave it to the reader. We begin with an obvious but useful technical criterion. The next results give various instances where V n (f) is in fact an isomorphism. The first two appear in [3] and the proofs are omitted. 
is an isomorphism for all n>0. 
is an isomorphism for all n>0.
PROOF. We will use repeatedly the fact that (/// K) [ We first show that V"(f) is surjective. In fact,
showing the desired surjectivity according to Lemma 1.2(ii).
To verify that V n (f) is injective we compute the preimage M of the denominator of
C A^+ArVGIp] C A^ and so V"(/*) is injective by Lemma 1.2(i).
• In all three preceding isomorphism theorems the groups G and A were fixed while the third group involved had various properties with respect to A and G which implied that V n (f) was an isomorphism. It would be interesting to find general necessary and sufficient conditions for V n (f) to be an isomorphism.
Our next two results give one instance where V n (f) is injective and one where V n (f) is surjective. PROOF. We use again the criterion of Lemma 1.2. Note that A C B C A + p n+x G
Therefore V n (f) is an epimorphism.
• The n th overhang functor V n on Q is related to the well-known 11 th Ulm functor U n on Ç. We recall the definition of U n . Let (G, A), (//, 5),/: (G, A) -• (//, Z?) be in Q and let n be a non-negative integer. Then A) is usually called the relative Ulm invariant of A in G.) It follows immediately from the definitions that we have the short exact sequence
. These facts were used implicitly in [3] in order to show that the so-called residual subgroups determined by purifiable subgroups are isomorphic.
We conclude this section with the observation that V n (G,A) can be defined in two other apparently different ways, namely,
. This is a general fact which can be stated thus: Let A, B, C be subgroups of a group G, and let/(A, B, C) = ^c+Snc * Then/(A, #, C) is invariant up to isomorphism under any permutation of A, B, C.
2. Vertical subgroups. In this section we examine closely the consequences of the vanishing of the overhang functors. This gives rise, in any primary group, to the interesting family of "vertical subgroups". We give several characterizations of vertical subgroups and establish basic properties.
Throughout this section and the rest of the article A denotes a subgroup of ap-primary group G. DEFINITION • Next we give two characterizations of verticality.
A is said to be vertical in G if
n G = A^ and A is vertical, (i) ^(iii). Consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows.
The vertical maps are all defined by (x,y) »-> JC + j. The maps/ 7 and/" are surjective. Hence, by the Snake Lemma, 
The claim is an immediate consequence.
• The following result appears in [3] . We reproduce it here with our terminology and a proof using the characterization 2.3(iii). ( • Since vertically and neatness are intimately connected to purity we list here a useful fact involving neat subgroups. • 
THEOREM 2.4. A is pure in G if and only if A is neat and vertical in G PROOF. If A is pure in G then A is neat in G and by Proposition 2.2 it is also vertical in G. Conversely if A is neat and vertical in G suppose by induction that
A n p n G -p n A. Now/7 n+1 A = p(APip n G) = pAnp n+l G = (ADpG)np n+l G = AHp n+l G. Therefore A n p n G = p n A for all n > 1ii) If (A +p s+l G)[p] = A[p] +p s+l G[p] then A S G = Af therefore V S (G,A) = 0 and we have V S (G,A) -0 for s -0,...,«. Conversely, if V S (G,A) = 0 for s = 0,...,n then (A + pG)[p] = A°G = A% = A[p] + pG[p]. By induction suppose that (A +p k G)[p] = A[p] +p k G[p] for k < n + 1. Then (A +/ +1 G)[p] C (A+p k G)[p\ -A[p]+p k G[p]
LEMMA 2.8. Let Kbea subgroup ofG and H a neat subgroup ofK. If A is a subgroup ofG maximal with respect to AD K = H then A is neat in G and
A + K[p] D G[p]. PROOF. A/ H is K/ //-high in Gj H. It is well known that A/ H is neat in Gj H and that (A/H)[p] 0 (K/H)\p] = (G/H)\pl Now H being neat in K implies (K/H)[p] = (K[p] +//)/ H. Therefore G[p\ C A+K[p\. Let/?g G A
Maximal vertical subgroups.
Recall that a maximal vertical subgroup is one which is maximal among the vertical subgroups supported by its socle. This section is devoted to maximal vertical subgroups. We characterize the closed vertical subgroups which are maximal and show that the /?-adic closures of maximal vertical subgroups are also maximal vertical. Furthermore, we give several general instances where maximal vertical subgroups are in fact pure.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Every subsocle of G supports a maximal vertical subgroup ofG.
PROOF. Let S be a subsocle of G and let P = {A < G | A[p] = S and A is vertical in G}. Then S € P. Let {A\ } AG A be a chain of elements in P. We will show that A = \J\ eA 
A\ e P. Clearly A[p] -S. It remains to show that
. Thus A is vertical in G and, by Zorn's Lemma, P contains maximal elements.
• Clearly pure subgroups are maximal vertical subgroups. But since there exist nonpurifiable subsocles, maximal vertical subgroups are not necessarily pure.
Our next results show that the/7-adic closure of pure subgroups are maximal vertical subgroups. We first establish this fact forp u G which is the closure of { 0}. • In general, if a group G has the property that multiplication by p maps closed subgroups onto closed subgroups then closed maximal vertical subgroups of G are pure. The class of groups in which multiplication by p is a closed endomorphism has been characterized in [2] . It is immediate from Proposition 3.4 that this class is contained in the class of quasi-closed primary groups. and, by Proposition 3.9, A is maximal vertical in G.
LEMMA 3.2. If A is vertical in G and A[p]
C p u G = f)™ =l p n G then ACp"G.
PROOF. Suppose by induction that
• We conclude this section with three general situations where maximal verticality implies purity. We need the following transfer property of maximal verticality. Then, in view of Proposition 3.11, and the fact that/?G is separable if G is separable, it follows that A D pG is pure in pG. Thus, by Proposition 2.9, A can be extended to a subgroup A' of G maximal with respect to K D pG = AH pG and this K is pure in G. Now pK = K D pG -A n /?G. Thus //*# = 0. From Proposition 2.9, A is maximal vertical in K and by Corollary 3.8, A is pure in K. Therefore A is pure in G.
• PROOF. The claim follows immediately from Proposition 2.5 and its corollary.
• We collect in the following proposition some additional facts about maximal vertical subgroups.
PROPOSITION 3.15. Let A be a maximal vertical subgroup ofG. Then the following hold. (i) A is neat in Â. (ii) A is pure in G if and only ifpA is closed in G. (Hi) If A is pure in G then A is also pure in G.
PROOF, (i) follows from the fact that every subgroup between A and Â is vertical in G (Proposition 2.11 (ii)).
(ii) If pA is closed in G then pÀ = pÂ. But, by Corollary 3.10, pA -A D pG. Therefore A is neat and vertical. By Theorem 2.4, À is pure in G. The converse is clear. (iii) By (i) A is neat in Â and if Â is pure in G then A is neat in G. Therefore A is neat and vertical in G. It follows that A is pure in G.
• In the next section we examine the situation when all maximal vertical subgroups are pure. 4 . Characterization of the groups in which maximal vertical subgroups are pure. As an application of the theory of maximal verticality developed in the preceding section, we propose to determine here the class f^fof groups in which the maximal vertical subgroups are all pure. In view of Proposition 3.4 it is clear that the class of such groups is a subclass of the class i#of groups in which the closures of pure subgroups are pure. The class i^was first considered in [6] , and the reduced groups in i^were studied in [8] under the name of quasi-closed primary groups. An account of the results of [8], as well as additional facts about these groups can be found in [5, Section 74] under the name of quasi-complete groups. It is not too difficult to see that a group G belongs to i#if and only if its reduced part is in 9~C We follow [5] here and use the appellation quasi-complete for the reduced members of i^and show that 5Vf = H. The following fact is essential. While it is easy to see that a group G is in 9f'\f and only if its reduced part is in Jf, it is not obvious that the same observation holds for the class 9{. [p] so that by Proposition 3.14, A is pure in G.
• From the preceding result it is easy to derive the following characterizations. 
5.
Vertically and minimal purity. The study of vertical subgroups was motivated by the problem of purifiability of subgroups. In this section we apply the results obtained for verticality to characterize the groups in which the subgroups which stand a chance of being purifiable are in fact purifiable. First we define what we mean by purifiable subgroups. DEFINITION 5.1. A subgroup A of a primary group G is said to be purifiable in G if there exists a pure subgroup K of G containing A minimal among the pure subgroups of G that contain A. Such a subgroup K is said to be zpure hull of A in G.
This notion was first investigated in [4] . Some important facts about minimal purity appear in [7] and [1] . But in [3] a new and intrinsic necessary condition was discovered: for a subgroup A of a group G to be purifiable in G it is necessary that there exists m > 0, such that V n (G,A) = 0 for all n > m. This is equivalent to saying that (p Thus purifiable subgroups are eventually-vertical. The converse does not hold in general. In fact, we show here that eventually-vertical subgroups of a group G are purifiable if and only if G is in the class 9{, i.e., the reduced part of G is a quasi-complete group. A key result is the following. 
